
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and visiting Minister of Armed Forces
Sebastien Lecornu also agreed that the technical groups from India and
France should meet early next year and take the key cooperation issues

forward, especially with a focus on ‘Make in India’. 

Tenders: Nine ports will be
monetized in 2022-25, says
Thakur 

Tenders: Approved
Rs.1,322.13cr 4-laning project in
Haryana 

Tenders 

Tenders: Minister approves
Rs.573.13cr road projects

Tenders: India witnessing
road network transformation

Tenders: Gadkari inaugurate
construction of Rs.331.17cr
flyover 

"The University of Birmingham's
collaborative research output with
India partners has almost doubled

over the last five years. We
currently have over 40 joint

research projects of outstanding
quality," Professor Adam Tickell

said on 28 Nov 2022.
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Tenders: Minister lays foundation
stones and inaugurates
Rs.7,639cr highways

Projects: Indian industries
adapt cost-effective options
for greener future
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“The increasing pace of technology
adoption in the Gulf Cooperation

Council (GCC), including remote work
tools and migration to the cloud, has

made many enterprises operate more
efficiently and open new business

avenues,” said Naresh Kothari, MD,
and President, of Intertec Systems. 
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Project: India-France discuss
potential co-production
opportunities in defence
industrial sector 

Project: Power Ministry to
procure 4,500 MW on
competitive basis 

Projects: Industry stakeholders
call for India to be promoted as
a Green Hydrogen hub 

Projects: PHD President suggests
tax rebate for consumers and
real estate assets

Project: IRS supported INMARCO
2022 is a huge success

Project: Hyatt says Trivandrum
hotel marks brand expansion

Projects: ECOncrete sees
opportunities in Sagarmala
programme

“It is heartening to see banks organically thinking of cloud-native solutions
and choosing best-in-breed partners to foray into the future," says Yamini
Bhat, Co-Founder & CEO, of Vymo, said at Nudge 2022, an annual banking

conference recently held in Mumbai.

Projects: TRAI releases
Framework for Satellite Earth
Station

Project: CII calls for
deepening of bond markets
for infra development 
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Project: Govt extending support
to media and entertainment
industry, says Goyal

Projects: PM inaugurate
greenfield airport and dedicates
hydro dam in Arunachal

Project: 102 Indian startups
working in management of
space areas

Project: Arvind-PurFi venture
to reduce textile waste flow
into landfills

Project: India-Norway work on
green fuel for shipping
industry

Alex Ellis, British High Commissioner
to India, said, “Together, British and

Indian institutions can address shared
global challenges through research,

innovation and knowledge. The
University of Birmingham has strong

India partnerships. These new
agreements will further benefit both

our countries.” 
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ensure NW projects are
maintained 
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Investments: Chhattisgarh
offers bespoke benefits to
investors

Exports: GCC FTA to be
launched next week, says
Minister

Exports: Manipur will emerge
as gateway to ASEAN

Investments: JBIC-NIIF set up
India Japan Fund 

Investments: 35 companies
commit Rs.46,020cr to expanding
capacity by 26m tons

Investments

Exports: Dr Sakthivel says Indian
buyers waiting Canberra’s
ratification of ECTA for freer 
trade flow

Exports: India shipped $58.36bn
goods to global markets amidst
tough trade conditions

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is
brought to Singapore from India for medical
treatment, the film explores the clash of values
between old journalism and new journalism, which is
more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two
characters, Gurdip and Garima.

Saahasi: Dateline Singapore 
I Official Trailer I Filmwallas

Investments: Canadian-
American investors back
Contentstack’s $80m expansion
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Market: FarEye-Pepperfry
work on delivery solution for
bullish e-commerce sector
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Markets: Tata Comm extends
partnership with Intertec
Systems to serve Arab clients 

Manufacturing: SKF exhibits
‘Made in India’ products at
InnoRail 2022 

Market: Electric vehicle
demand to grow by CAGR
19.81%

Markets: Air India-Vistara to
merge by March 2024

Manufacturing: Japan’s
Shibaura to invest Rs.225cr on
Chennai factory expansion 

Manufacturing: Japanese
officials note the potential
business of Uttarakhand

“As more than 35% of furniture
sales worldwide are expected to

be made online by 2025, it is
crucial for retailers, shippers and
carriers to perfect the consumer
delivery experience of big and

bulky items, or risk losing brand
loyalty,” said Gautam Kumar,

chief operating officer, co-
founder, FarEye
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Says Prasad Kalyanaraman, vice president of Infrastructure Services at
AWS, “We are proud to invest in the future of the Indian technology

community and workforce, and we are committed to helping
organizations across industries increase agility and drive innovation.” 
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institutions
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Market: Pre-owned car sales
to double to 8.2m units by
2027
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Markets: Banking and BFSI
veterans to accelerate actyv.ai
growth
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Markets: TVS says Singapore
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with global expansion
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Market: Kirana stores
dominate consumer-drive
economy 

Market: Denave strengthens
regional business through
new Malaysian office

Markets: FICCI, NITI Aayog, EU
work on circular economy
framework

Market: SmartyKids set to enter
India’s multi-billion-dollar
education sector

Minister Piyush Goyal underscored that the Agreement was finalized
after extensive and exhaustive stakeholder consultations and pointed
out that it was unanimously accepted and supported by all quarters. 

Market: Goyal exhorts steel
industry to capture opportunities
in Australia

Market: CredoPay forays into
Middle East, starts from
Muscat
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Markets: BNPL set for a 41.2%
CAGR through to 2028 to
reach $97.72bn

Market: T-Systems expands
with Nagpur Delivery Centre

Markets: Ganesh Complex sees
warehouse industry growing by
10.9%/yearly

Market: LTTS adds new
centres in Peoria; plans to hire
500+ engineers

Market: Hitachi’s GlobalLogic
acquires Fortech of Romania 

"With shifting global value chains,
this is an opportune time for India

to expand its manufacturing.
While the Government has done
much on Ease of Dong Business,
more can be done,” CII Director

General Chandrajit Banerjee said
on 21 Nov 2022.
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"Our partnership with Sonata is a significant part of our technology vision
for the future. It will help transform our application landscape, making GCX

future-ready and delivery focused, providing strategic business and
technology transformations," said T S Narayanan, CIO at GCX

Technology: ‘Use street furniture’
for small cells and fibre
supporting 5G network, says TRAI

Technology: Services industry is a
core pillar of global digital
economy

Technologies
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Technology: ONPASSIVE launches
O-Mail, O-Net and O-Connect out
of Dubai

Technology: DPA to work with
825.3m internet subscribers in
India 

Technology: Bermuda’s GCX says
Sonata to help with business
transformation

Technology: Infosys-Envision
AESC to develop cloud-based EV
battery platform

Technology: India develops
Small Modular Reactors for Clean
Energy

Technology: Unprecedented
growth in demand for banking
tech solutions

Technology: Wipro responds to
escalating cyber threats on
European businesses 

Commerce and Industry
Minister Piyush Goyal and
GCC Secretary General Dr.
Nayef Falah M. Al-Hajraf

agreed to expedite
conclusion of the requisite

legal and technical
requirements for formal

resumption of the India-GCC
FTA negotiations. 
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Technology: Amazon invests
Rs.36,300cr in Hyderabad region
infra

Technology: Calix launches
recruitment drive in India for next
phase growth

Technology: Movate to hire 1,000
freshers each in Hyderabad and
Chennai over one year
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Technology: Wipro opens APMEA
headquarters in Dubai

Technology: upGrad continues
high growth trajectory in India

Technology: Siemens Gamesa to
integrate Bengaluru centre into
global R&D network 

Technology: Start-ups will help
India acquire global dominance,
says Minister

Technology: TagHive reports
exponential growth, bullish on
prospects 

Technology: FTC 2022 to decode
tomorrow’s customer demand 

Shibaura President
Shigetomo Sakamoto said
on 25 Nov 2022, “India has

been a strategic investment
destination for us, and it

represents a growing market
for our products. However,

what makes the country even
more attractive is its skilled

and dedicated people.” 
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"The initiation of Digital
Prosperity for Asia’s India
chapter will help provide

support to India’s
policymakers and the overall

industry to maximize the
utilization of digital

technologies,” said Berges Y
Malu, Senior Director of Public

Policy at ShareChat.
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Technology: Trust! AI can
generate $460bn, says Infosys

Technology: Tomar inaugurates
Greenfield Farm plant 

Technology: PM assures G20 of
digital transformation globally
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Saahasi: Dateline Singapore I Official Trailer 
Featuring Singapore-based actors like Veena Puthran Bangera, Rachna Anand, Gurdip Singh, Nidhi Chopra Khanna, Pankaj Kumar, Neil Daswani,
Edmund Chow, Hannah Wong, Jawahar Kanjilal and Tejas Chitaliya, Saahasi: Dateline Singapore is a bold take on the changing ethos of journalism.  

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is brought to Singapore from India for medical treatment, the film explores the clash of values between
old journalism and new journalism, which is more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two characters, Gurdip and Garima.
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